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Abstract:
A safety quantum key distribution must take bit error and phase error into account. In common QKD protocols and security analysis, phase error has certain relation with bit error. So there will be a threshold, when bit error exceeds it, no secure key can be distilled. For example, BB84 protocol cannot tolerate bit error more than 11% with the Shor-Preskill security proof [1] [2]. Recently, a novel protocol called round-robin differential phase-shift QKD [3] is proposed. It encodes bit information on phases of L pulses, bounds phase error from other aspects, and thus can tolerate much higher bit error. The theoretical limitation is 50%.

However, the protocol need a variable delay, which can switch between L (here L is a parameter of the protocol) kinds of delays. Realistic delay cannot benefit both low insertion loss and high changing speed. Due to the raw protocol is hard to achieve experimentally, we give a passive version which is friendly to experiment and easy to adjust and optimize the L. In our protocol, variable delay is replaced by two-photon interference, the position of two clicks will give an equivalent delay L. So a simple beam splitter and a local reference beam can achieve the passive variable delay.

We also do experiment to principally demonstrate the passive protocol. Without phase-locking, the bit error exceeds 25%, however, optimizing some parameters can bound the phase error to a very low level, thus secure keys can still be distilled. That is, our passive protocol can experimentally tolerate such a high bit error. We finally get a key rate more than 50bps in 53km distance, with bit error 31.2%, while no QKD protocols before can tolerate such a high bit error.

In the future, with application of phase-locking technology, we can remove the 25% base error, and dramatically improve the final key rate.
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